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1.  Introduction



Why are you 
here today?

Has the work 

environment 

become 

pressurised, 

distrustful,  overly 

bureaucratic, not 

fun any more?

Do you lie awake 

at night worrying? 

Are your assets 

registered in your 

spouse’s name?

Lots of pressure, 

stress and PAIN !!



Why are you 
here today?

Has the work 

environment become 

pressurised, 

distrustful,  overly 

bureaucratic, not fun 

any more?

Do you lie awake at 

night worrying? 

Are your assets 

registered in your 

spouse’s name?

Gallup State of Global workplace engagement report

Australia/New Zealand

2012

24% highly engaged, 16% highly disengaged

19% of managers highly engaged

2017

15% highly engaged  (30% actively disengaged worldwide)

The not engaged give their time but not their best effort or 

ideas

Actively disengaged workers account for more quality 

defects and safety incidents



Why are you 
here today?

Has the work 

environment become 

pressurised, 

distrustful,  overly 

bureaucratic, not fun 

any more?

Do you lie awake 

worrying at night? 

Are your assets 

registered in your 

spouse’s name?

We have a problem

If our workers are becoming more disengaged, how will 

we lift safety and productivity (Enable systems)?

We have had little impact on engagement and 

productivity in the last 7 years.

And yet I have often seen workers and managers 

become highly engaged within 4 months.

That is what I want to talk about today.



According to 

Professor 

Sydney 

Dekker: 

“That has certainly yielded results, but at the same time, I have seen an 

increasing impatience and disenchantment with the difficulty to get rid of 

residual injuries and incidents, as well as fear among those of a non-

reduction in fatalities.

So, we keep producing the same number of fatalities that we have been 

doing for years”

..“the challenge is to step away from a recipe of overparenting, and when I 

say overparenting, what I really mean is an increase in monitoring, 

surveillance, coercive control of how people are behaving, where they 

stand, how they lift, which finger they use for which task. “

State of 
Safety in 

Australia

Gulliver, the organisational giant, tied down 

with thousands of little ropes



Traditional 
safety

The war on 

error

Focus is on Cynefin 

Obvious and 

Complicated domains, 

the realm of 

Command and Control
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Complex

Emergent practice
Enabling constraints

Cynefin – A Sense – Making Framework 

Cynefin allows 

us to 

understand 

how to act in 

different 

contexts

No domain is 

better than any 

other

Chaotic

Absence of 

constraints

O
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Complicated

Good practice
Governing constraints

Complicated

Best practice
Rigid constraints



Traditional 
safety

The war on 

error

Focus is on Cynefin 

Obvious and 

Complicated domains, 

the realm of 

Command and Control

Complicated

ObviousChaotic

• Stable, repeatable

• Best practices (1 right answer)

• Work with Known knowns

• Clear Cause and Effect relationships

• Safety rules that are easy to 

understand, apply, and execute

• Compliance training & testing

• Intuitive Habits

• Consistent, predictable

• Optimal solution (more than 1 right 

answer possible)

• Analysis by expert reductionist to 

find Cause & Effect relationships

• Mitigate Known unknowns (Risk)

• Governing regulations, policies, 

standards 

• Safety processes and systems 

based on linear Systems Thinking

• Unpredictable, ambiguous, uncertain 

• Navigate Unknown unknowns

• Narrative probing to understand

• Cause & Effect relationships may or 

may not exist

• Experiment to discover hidden 

patterns 

• Enable emergence of new safety 

solutions that make sense in 

hindsight

• Turbulence, confusion, volatility

• Unexpected accidents & failures

• Surprised by Unknowables, 

Unimaginables

• Fast-acting emergency plans & 

procedures that may or may not work

• Planned events to disrupt extreme 

order & bureaucracy
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Complex



Traditional 
safety

The war on 

error

Majority of Safety 

Interventions that 

have been 

developed are for 

Ordered systems

They reside in the 

Cynefin Obvious 

and Complicated 

domains



Traditional 
safety

The war on 

error

Many Safety Issues 

reside in the Complex 

domain

Ordered Safety 

interventions should not 

be used to resolve

Their misapplication 

could enable danger, not 

safety, to emerge



Is there a tradeoff? Group discussion – Safety vs productivity

What happens if I get more of one?

Which is management’s priority? Always?

Are these at the desired level in your 

company?

Safety vs 
Productivity



Prof Sidney Dekker 

explains….

“Organisations that claim that “safety is our 

number one priority” are fooling themselves”. 

“And so, there’s always a constant set of goals 

that are active at the same time, people need 

to be safe, but they need to produce, so that 

you can survive until the next day, the next 

year, the next quarter”.

Priority of 
Productivity 

over Safety



Safety and 
productivity 

emerge from 

doing work 
Radical productivity improvement and 

safety

We know that safety is negatively affected 

when work is difficult?

What would happen when works starts to flow 

easily?

Example: Radical productivity improvement in 

mining and the effect on safety.



Why is it so 
difficult to 

create an 

enabled  
system?

How do we design a management system

that enables performance (as opposed to 

constraining ensuring compliance?

Has anyone seen an enabled system?

How is it different from what we have got?

How can we move towards one?

What stops us from implementing this?

Can we do this within 6 months, with limited 

resources, budget?

What is an enabled system?



2. Obstacles to the enabling of systems



Why is it so 
difficult to 

create an

enabled  
system?



Why is it so 
difficult to 

create an 

enabled  
system?

Resistance to change?

Heart attack patients told to change diet or face death

What % kept to new diet?

The joy of life motivates more than the fear of death.



What prevents 

managers from 

empowering 
employees?

Delegation risks to managers

• Remain responsible for negative outcomes

• Limited support in case of negative outcomes

• Do employees have a full understanding of the 

implications of their actions on the overall 

system?

• Time and production pressure



Why is it so 
difficult to 

create an 

enabled  
system?

Changing behaviour - feeling creatures 

that think

Providing answers and rules stops thinking and change

Help employees see problems and solutions in ways that 

influence emotions

Establish sustainable, repetitive reinforcing processes 

Video: Learning to ride again



John Seddon on the Command and Control 

paradigm- work as imagined

The separation of decision making from work, the 

cornerstone of command-and-control thinking, has its 

roots in Taylorism (scientific management) and was 

developed through the work of Henry Ford (mass 

production) and Alfred Sloan of GM ('management by 

the numbers'). 

The issue is not that command and control was without 

value, for it solved problems for each of these 

management pioneers in new ways. But we have not 

continued to learn; the basic precepts of command and 

control are unquestioned although the underlying 

paradigm has outlived its usefulness.” 

Why is it so 
difficult to 

create an 

enabled  
system?



John Seddon on the Command and Control 

paradigm (continued)

“Computers have become the cement for command-

and-control management. It is an unquestioned 

assumption that managers should have and set 

targets and then create control systems—incentives, 

performance appraisals, budget reporting and 

computers to keep track of them all—to ensure the 

targets are met.”

Why is it so 
difficult to 

create an 

enabled  
system?



John Seddon on the Toyota alternative –

work as done

The Toyota system is in stark contrast to 

traditional command and control, here workers are 

connected with the objective of improved flow in 

self-organizing relationships. 

In managing flow, the work itself is the 

information, and this, in turn, comprises the 

information required to direct operations in the work. 

There is no separate management factory which 

inevitably creates distortions in meeting the system 

goal (Separation of decision making from the work is 

the defining rationale for the management factory.)”

Why is it so 
difficult to 

create an 

enabled  
system?



Why is it so 
difficult to 

create an 

enabled  
system?

Case Study 1: GE Nummi Car plant



Reframing to 

enable the 

system

First, solve a different but similar 

problem

Bicycle example shows difficulty in developing 

new ways of thinking.

Need to reframe problem, e.g. translate problems 

management team face into something else.

After solving this go  back to original problem.

We will evaluate the process of enabling systems 

in mining and then apply this to your own 

projects.



3. Enabling Mining (reframing)



Enabling 
systems at 

more than 80 

mines since 
2000- two

examples

Examples of self enabling systems 

Mine in Lesotho

Mine in Chile



Enabling 
systems at 

more than 80 

mines since 
2000



Enabling 
systems at 

more than 80 

mines since 
2000



Enabling Mining

3.1 Problems, paradigms and causes



Examples of 
business 

paradigms in 

mining



Examples of 
business 

paradigms in 

mining



Examples of 
business 

paradigms in 

mining



Examples of 
business 

paradigms in 

mining



Examples of 
business 

paradigms in 

mining



Excersize 2: The dice game

Examples of 
business 

paradigms in 

mining



Examples of 
business 

paradigms in 

mining



Examples of 
business 

paradigms in 

mining



Examples of 
business 

paradigms in 

mining



Enabling Mining

3.2 What to change to?



What to 
change to:
Create a change platform 



What to 
change to:
Create a change platform 

The Hierarchy

Delivers reliability and efficiency and reduce risk.

Driven by planning, budgeting, job defining, staffing, 

measuring, and problem solving. 

The management-driven hierarchy alone cannot handle the 

increased complexity and competition.

The network structure

All organisations start this way. Founders are at the centre. 

Others are at nodes working on different initiatives. All are 

seeking opportunities and taking risks, guided by a 

common purpose. Engaged individuals who move quickly.

We need both structures



What to 
change to:
Create a change platform 

Create a change platform

Change programs do not work, follows from work as 

imagined held at top.

Successful change led by middle managers

Make Flow visible

Change conversations, measurements and culture through 

daily practice in new way of doing.



What to 
change to: 
Unity of Purpose and 

Community of Trust

Video: Towards an enabled system



Enabling 
systems at 

more than 80 

mines since 
2000- Hyper 

productive knowledge 

work

Unity of purpose: 
All involved know what short and longer term priorities are 

for the system, their particular department, other 

departments and themselves

Employees now capable of making good decisions 

instantaneously

Excellent communication

Effective coordination

Workers and managers focused on the future, not the past.

Community of trust: 
Managers comfortable in delegating authority to workers.

Workers know managers will support them when they act in 

the interest of flow. 

Inter departmental trust exists and departments know they 

can rely on others for support. 

Managers are willing to experiment and take joint 

responsibility for actions.

Workers and managers hold each other accountable



Enabling 
systems at 

more than 80 

mines since 
2000

Establishes a daily meeting where attendees improve 

their ability to coordinate, understanding of the overall 

system priorities, horizontal and vertical trust relations, 

delegate and support, get rid of outdated rules and 

policies. The flow of work needs to be made visible so 

patterns become visible to manage.

Employees practice and fine tune the new behaviours 

daily.



Enabling Mining

3.3 How to cause the change



“Dialogic methods are especially effective in situations where the 

prevailing ways of thinking and talking about and addressing 

organizational dilemmas traps an organisation and its leaders in 

repetitive and futile responses.”

For these methods to achieve breakthrough results two 

considerations need to be met: we have to change mental models 

and allow answers to emerge without believing that these can be 

planned. 

How to cause 
the change?

Dialogic 

Organisational 

Development-

Gervase 

Bushe: 



Narrative enquiry

Dialogic Organisational Development 

techniques developed from traditional OD as a 

result of various discoveries around nonlinear 

systems and complexity in the natural 

sciences. According to Gervase R Bushe and 

Robert J. Marshak, 

How to cause 
the change?



How to cause 
the change-
Change  operational 

tactics



How to cause 
the change-
Change  operational 

tactics



How to cause 
the change-
Change  operational 

tactics



How to cause 
the change-
Change  operational 

tactics



How to cause 
the change-
Change  operational 

tactics



How to cause 
the change-
Change  operational 

tactics



How to cause 
the change-
Change  operational 

tactics

The Flow Room



How to cause 
the change-
Change  operational 

tactics



How to cause 
the change-
Change  operational 

tactics



What do we do in the flow room?

We shift discussion away from what happened
yesterday towards what needs to happen
tomorrow- in other words we moves away from
the command and control fixation on financial
and local efficiency measures to managing by
means.

We provide all departments the same visual
representation of critical information-this sets priorities
and allows horizontal and vertical alignment and
communication

Team members practice supporting and holding each
other accountable.

We deliberately weaken the hierarchical nature of
business by allowing all to be heard- Dialogue not
debate

We lead the dialogue such that all attendees gain a
fundamental understanding of the systems properties-
Profound knowledge.

We cultivate the desired culture every day

How to cause 
the change-
Change  operational 

tactics



What we get from the flow room

Unity of purpose: 
• All involved know what short and longer term 

priorities are for the system, their particular 

department, other departments and themselves

• Employees now capable of making good decisions 

instantaneously

• Excellent communication

• Effective coordination

• Workers and managers focused on the future, not 

the past.

Community of trust: 
• Managers comfortable in delegating authority to 

workers.

• Workers know managers will support them when 

they act in the interest of flow. 

• Inter departmental trust exists and departments know 

they can rely on others for support. 

• Managers are willing to experiment and take joint 

responsibility for actions.

• Workers and managers hold each other accountable

How to cause 
the change
Unity of purpose and 

community of trust



How to cause 
the change
Unity of purpose and 

community of trust What we get from the flow room

We get superflow in spirit of calmness

Free time for managers and workers 

Enable hidden capability in the system to be liberated

Mastery, purpose and autonomy

Team learning, supportive aligned behaviours

Intrinsic motivation

Engaged workers and managers



How to cause 
the change
Unity of purpose and 

community of trust

Why does the change happen so fast? 

Counting the passes video



Enabling Mining

3.4 Mining Productivity summary



Obstacles to enabling the system

Incorrect mental model (trying to improve profit by 

optimizing all the parts) 

Implementing mental model through budgeting & 

efficiency measurements 

Stop start flow (higher cost)

Misalignment of purpose

Disharmony and disengagement

Exclusive focus on command and control (information 

factory / over-constraining system)

Treating “feeling creatures that think” as if they are 

“thinking creatures that feel” 

How to cause 
the change
Unity of purpose and 

community of trust



Steps to enable the system

When is work difficult (narrative enquiry)

What needs to flow, generate visual performance map

Tons of material

Decide what tactics we will use to get it to flow.

Use buffers to protect against variability and 

starvation, buffers set priority upstream

Daily flow room meetings 

Enable teamwork (align, support, focus on future)

Do not manage using departmental productivity and 

measures, measure globally.

How to cause 
the change
Unity of purpose and 

community of trust



4. Enabling project environments



Enabling Project environments 

4.1 Problems, paradigms and consequences



Problems 
experienced 

with projects
• Projects do not finish on time.

• There are budget overruns.

• There is too much rework.

• There are too many changes.

• Nescessary items are not available in time. 

(specifications, material, resources, Information, 

designs, authorizations)



Problems 
experienced 

with projects Comments from participants

“Why do we have so many meetings?”

“Why do we spend so much time doing status 

reports?”

“The meetings we have are not productive; by the 

time we figure out what has been done, we have no 

time to figure out what needs to be done.

“I have no idea whether we’re in trouble or not.” 

“All seem to be on tract until the end of the project, 

and then it is clear it is not.”

“I have to continuously defend my decisions?



Problems 
experienced 

with projects
International research on IT projects failure 

identifies the following problems:

58% of IT Projects are ‘challenged’;

29% fail!

Only 13% of IT Projects deliver value as 

planned.

[ The Standish Group, 2014]



Problems 
experienced 

with projects



PMBOK

Focusses on control
• Stakeholder analysis
• Planning
• Scope
• Quality
• Risk Management
• Communication
• Monitoring and control

Almost no focus on execution (making work flow)

10 of 450 pages deal with execution, refers to judgement
of project manager and having good information systems.

Problems 
experienced 

with projects



Enabling Project environments

4.2 How we block unity of purpose and community of trust



Erroneous 
views 

Not enough safety in tasks



Erroneous 
views

Multitasking ensures efficient use of resources 



Erroneous 
views

“

Excersize 3: Bad multitasking



Erroneous 
views

Using productivity measures during project

Why did cost overrun budget?

What did we get done?

Who is responsible?

Limited discussion on what needs to happen next, 

cant because clarity/alignment poor.

Effective Project meetings focus on 

what happened



What prevents 
unity of trust?

Case Study 4: The project manager under 

pressure



Enabling Project environments

4.3 What to change to?



What to 

change to:
Create a change 

platform 



What to 
change to: 
Unity of Purpose and 

Community of Trust



Enabling Project environments

4.4 How to cause the change



How to cause 
the change

Steps to enable the system

When is work difficult (narrative enquiry)

What needs to flow, generate visual performance 

map

Estimates not commitments, 

Stagger around constraints, 

Get team to help design/implement

Decide what tactics we will use to get it to flow

Control WIP to improve flow 

Use buffers to absorb variability and 

support flow 

Fever chart shows priorities- where to 

focus

Daily flow room meetings (new measurements and 

behaviours)

Enable teamwork (align, support, focus on 

future)

Do not measure and manage individual 

productivity during project, measure at 

end.



What to 
change to? Exercise 5: Develop a flow room for your 

company

Discuss the problems currently experienced in managing projects. 

What will you stop doing, what will you start doing?

Measurements?

How to make priorities clear?

How to address bad multitasking?



How to cause 
the change-

new tactics

Visual project board in Flow Room
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Reduced safety time and buffers

Stratflow 2018





Results from
working this 

way



Results from
working this 

way



Results from
working this 

way



Results from
working this 

way A quote from the introduction to the second book on CCPM 

written by Yuji Kishira: 

“Many readers' comments are along the following lines: “Of course I am 

surprised and happy with the dramatic profit increase in such a short 

time. 

But far more important for me is people’s personal and professional 

growth. Widely spreading teamwork, motivation increasing across the 

company: I have always wanted our company to be like this!” 



Enabling Project environments

4.5 Summary



Enabled 
systems 

Summary: How do we create an 

enabled system?

Steps to enable the system

When is work difficult (narrative enquiry)

What needs to flow, generate visual performance 

map

Estimates not commitments, 

Stagger around constraints, 

Get team to help design/implement

Decide what tactics we will use to get it to flow.

Control wip to improve flow 

Use buffers to absorb variability and 

support flow 

Fever chart shows priorities- where to 

focus

Daily flow room meetings (new measurements and 

behaviours)

Enable teamwork (align, support, focus on 

future)

Do not measure and manage individual 

productivity during project, measure at 

end.



Enabled 
systems 

Summary: How do we create an enabled 

system? (continued)

We achieve:

Unity of Purpose

Communitiy of trust

Hierarchical network hybrid structure

Outcomes:  

Superflow in spirit of calmness (enabled system) Improved 

productivity, safety, innovation, engaged workers, managers can 

safely delegate and workers take initiative, team members hold 

each other accountable, ability to reduce bureaucracy


